IEEE Consumer Electronics Society
Presents
2019
Corporate Innovation and Leadership Award
to
TELUS Communications

In recognition of its world-leading innovations and development of consumer technologies and services, reliably connecting people and their homes, and delivering transformational experiences.

Dr. Wahab Almuhaidi, P.Eng., SMIEEE, EIC Fellow
President, IEEE Consumer Electronics Society

Berlin, September 9, 2019

IEEE Consumer Electronics Society
Presents
2019
Distinctive and Exemplary Industry Leader Award
to
Dr. Ibrahim Gedeon, IEEESM, EIC Fellow

In recognition of his exceptional leadership in applied technology IP networking and 5G; initiating global security and privacy by design networking; and applying his expertise to the world’s first global health exchange to enable digitalization in support of better health outcomes.

Dr. Wahab Almuhaidi, P.Eng., SMIEEE, EIC Fellow
President, IEEE Consumer Electronics Society

Berlin, September 9, 2019